CATHARSIS: Awakening Humanity's Full Potential
based on exclusive interview with Dr. Philip Savage, PhD
by Documentary Filmmaker Michael Mendizza
Michael Mendizza -- For more than 25 years, I’ve been interviewing remarkable
men and women; scientists, philosophers, authors and visionaries. Eight years
ago I was introduced to Dr. Philip Sauvage who has demonstrated in laboratories
in Europe and the United States an unprecedented ability to change physical
reality, to induce what we call miraculous healing and much more. In an
exclusive interview Philip shared how he acquired some of his extraordinary
skills, how he applies them and how they can be taught to others. He described
examples of thousands of people and animals he’s helped and we explored his
ecological and humanitarian goals. Most importantly he described his Imago
project, designed to bring about a global evolutionary shift by awakening in as
many people as possible humanity’s full potential. If we can dream it, he said, we
can do it, Dr. Philip Sauvage…
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- Everybody remembers of Atlantis, very fewer remembers of
Hyperboria, it’s the North pole, also known as Greenland. When the north ridge
sank, hence Atlantis, that was the beginning of our Ice age, and then we had to
split and the one who were on the east went east and they followed the ice over
2,000 years the first land free of ice they could find was southern Brittany and
that’s where my family has been settling for about 8,000 years. And my family
has been the keepers of this lore of this megalithic civilisation that’s 8,000 years
old and then the powers of this ancient Hyperborian civilisation passed from
mother to daughter uninterruptedly for thousands of years. Here is the roots of
my origin.
There is no time any more for messages, messages came and came and came.
The children of God came all the time to say basically the same thing be good
instead of being bad, we are all one here, give instead of taking, ok, Love is
Universal, there is no separation between all things, there’s no time for
messages. What it’s time for right now is proofs. Cells burnt by a laser in the
nucleus we take half of those cells working in triple blind system, all the cells I’m
taking care of don’t die, all the cells I’m not taking care of of course die. We can
go even further, that can be done from a distance on simultaneously on several
samples of cells and then we can go even further in absolutely heterodox
experiment up to the point where people would be ready to see me as a new
profit, a new messiah and then hold your horses. The idea is you all are messiah
and profits then and you are all associated to what I have to do and I am not,
once again, above any body here on this planet. It’s for me to teach anyone, with
their kids, south central America, in the Bronx, pushing drugs, the dregs of your
own society, the hopeless, let me spend half an hour with six of them and I will
guarantee that half an hour later they will make exactly the same experiments

with the same rate of success I have done myself, which means that I’ve just
unfrozen your own powers that exist within everyone. I have learned a few things
you haven’t but this is possible to reawaken to unfreeze this power. I just happen
to have more than your five senses hence the difficulty for me to explain what it
is, it’s like trying to explain to someone being born blind what’s a painting by
Michelangelo or Boticelli and once again the only semantic tool, the only link I
can have with you for you to understand is the experiment, experiment and
experiment again, the proof, people are tired of anything else right now and we
are running out of time, we need proofs, we need tools and that’s what I am here
to bring; tools, to re-empower people. That’s what they need the most, not
freedom, not a new message, not a new enlightenment, just tools.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- He’s a scientist and well known for his work in palaeontology,
radical but well respected, he was known for his work in law enforcement,
criminology, he was known for his eco- humanitarian work, he was on TV shows
that drew audience response, twelve million viewers equivalent of seventy million
in US terms, that’s a lot of people watching one guy and why are they watching
him? Because he could do what no one else could do. Where medical science
ends is where he begins, what they can do he does not and what they cannot do
is what he can. It actually is a science what Philip is doing he calls it a subliminal
science and technology, there are laws to that science and if you know the laws
to that science you then can apply it.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- We are not even using our brain at more than ten percent if
only we could use it at one hundred it wouldn’t be so bad but we can do much
better than that and go back to true humanity that’s exactly mind??? in which
there’s no separation between all beings in which there is no separation between
the mind, the soul, the body, one another, parents with children, children with
family, family with the village, the village with the country, the country with the
world and the world with the universe. You have been lobotomised from all
senses, from your knowledge, from your sensitivity, from your heart. You have
been cut off from one another but that can be re-established I have the key I can
pass it to you, you can pass it to someone else and that’s something new also in
my project for the first time in my life, I’m going to delegate, why? because time is
running out. Ok we can’t just sit down and meditate and wait that the greatest
consciousness raises, we don’t have that opportunity and that chance today. We
need to go fast to be very effective to give proofs to people, give them example
and then to associate them re-empowered.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- His reputation as a media person with articles in the press,
radio and TV culminated in 1990 when he was invited as the special guest on the
most popular French TV host show on an independent TV station- TF1. He
appeared on that show with several people that he’d taken care of, people
suffering from cancer, depression, family; a man representing his family,
everyone in his family wife, daughter, himself had been helped. On this show

there was a woman, a mother with a baby, a one or two year old baby that had
been diagnosed with cystic fibrosis in the womb.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- I took care of the father and the mother they were bearing
the same defective gene. The mother was pregnant. The kid was diagnosed by
the best experts because they were scientists themselves, as having the cystic
fibrosis. When I took care of the foetus and he was born; no cystic fibrosis, no
signs then when they went deep into the kids DNA it was gone. Since most
processes, most diseases relate to self destruction what it takes me is just to
bypass you, to circumvent your will of self destruction, to re-establish the
harmony, normal functioning of the soul/mind/body interactions and nothing else
and stop killing your self.
I’ve tried in every human languages and I’m not counting the extinct languages,
to try to give metaphorical appreciation of what I’m doing, it doesn’t work. Once
again it goes back to the experiment, I can prove what I’m doing, people don’t
have to understand it they just have to experience it and do it themselves.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- One of the first things I did working with Philip was to bring
about what we call empirical study, double blind study on people with severe
third degree burns; we call it the Burn Study. According to medical doctors
severe third degree burns cannot heal. There can be no re-epithialization of the
skin; if there could be it would be called a severe second degree burn. So when a
severe third degree burn shows any re-epithialization of skin, from any treatment,
that documents something impossible has happened and that’s exactly what we
did.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- When you’re exposed to fire it creates an horrible pain
nothing but very superficial. Even when you’re exposed five minutes to flame
when you think about it, assuming you didn’t inhale of course the heat and your
brain wasn’t damaged, it’s just like five millimetres of skin that has been
barbecued but all your organs are fine, everything is fine just the pain is
unbearable and then your brain gives a signal of self destruction and then you
start to generate oedemas and everything, that’s your body, that’s the immune,
internal, physiological reaction that kills after burns. My work is very simple; I
bypass those, and I do nothing else, it doesn’t cost me a thing that’s why I don’t
even have to charge, ok that’s public, you can send me any fireman you want
any burn I can also teach people in half an hour groups all over the planet, you
know some kind of emergency team, in case there would be a nuclear blast, in
case there would be something really bad happening. You know I can teach
firemen but also volunteers people how to heal burns because they could do it on
a wider scale, they can be everywhere in every city where it happens. And this is
also the most simple thing to be tested scientifically; give me cells we burn them
and we see the difference between the one, the batch I haven’t been taking care
of and the one I have and people would do exactly the same. And I guarantee
someone who has been burned third degree, barbecued, they’re going to give

him mega doses of morphine and let him die in a hospital I guarantee that person
can play tennis basically without clarification three weeks later.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- No placebo, they didn’t know, they didn’t believe in any healer
they were children, some were under one years old that the results were
absolutely extraordinary. There were several children that were not treated
because the staff at the burn center didn’t tell us and of course the normal
reaction, the normal results for children with third degree burns took place in that
control group. In two severe cases, the fire burn, the two children died and others
their third degree burns didn’t heal, they needed grafting and in the treatment
group, the children that were treated, there was no need for grafting the wounds
were healing in front of the doctors eyes.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- People who have been processed by me just glow, they
just glow, not in an exceptional way they have become normal. We just have lost
the sense of what is being normal, the sense of normalcy. We should be alive all
the time, at every minute of our life and being happy and being useful in abide to
our own duty that would make us even more happy, being of service.
Alison Mc Dermott -- 10 months ago a friend of mine had gone over for a
weekend so I had the luxury of seeing what had happened to my friend after only
a couple of days visit to Brittany and when she came back she was in such an
incredible radiant, healthy state, up right and I just thought wow I have to go have
some of that.
Mary Kemmenoe -- It felt like he was removing all the pain and suffering,
emotional, physical, spiritual, in all ways, it was all being removed from me.
Hollie Mc Dermott -- I felt like, almost something being like, when he put his
hands on me, it felt almost like when you’ve got a syringe it sucks up. It felt like
he was sucking something out of me.
Christopher Layton -- Well what I actually experienced was the sense of him
giving himself totally to me. It felt actually like a seed, with the potential for growth
that a seed has and which could grow and expand and enable me to be a fuller
person.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- Another one that we did which was a clinical trial was on a
virus, a herpes virus called shingles. The results of this were equally dramatic.
The people that wound up in our little study were in New York, Philip was in San
Diego, we were in San Diego, and the doctor called, with two people whose
wives were suffering terribly from shingles. So he gave me the information on the
people which is minimum; name, birth date, place of birth and I said I would ask
Philip for help and I did. Within an hour, his report is written up, within an hour the
pain and the itching were subsiding within three hours it was virtually gone. The
next day they were like astounded.

Michael Mendizza -- Dr. Ronald Santasteriso, medical director, Sedona Holistic
medical center in New York documents two cases of shingles on women patients
who healed overnight after Philip Sauvage’s distant treatments. Pam aged 48
suffered from shingles six times and knew well the pain and itching that
accompanies this disease, often for four to six weeks. After subliminal treatment
from San Diego to New York she woke up with no itching, no pain and to witness
the scabs almost shrinking before her very eyes. Mary reports that her two year
old daughter was immediately healed from an outbreak of shingles by Philip
Sauvage after a twenty minute local subliminal treatment. Mary herself broke out
in a shingles rash with severe pain and itching, this was completely relieved after
a five minute distant processing by Sauvage. This treatment was observed and
video taped by medical doctors and researchers at Scripps clinic in Lahoya
California.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- If only you could have one sense more than you have as I
do the way you see the universe, the way I’m seeing you or this camera, is so
different, there is no difference from the atoms of the wall and your atoms
everything is of flux, everything is a movement of energy all the time, there is no
life and death then, there is a perpetual continuation and naturally there is no
distance. The greatest secret of the universe, there is no time, all experiments in
physics but there is no time. Each time we put time to the test it doesn’t exist,
and since there is no time there is no space; space, time its one single
continuum. Actually there is no reality that’s why it is so easy for me to surf, to
switch between this multiple dimensional multi reality universe and make things
impossible happen, they were impossible in one little reductionistic reality but in
another one they were so simple to organise. You could do it, anyone can do it, I
just happen to be the one right now with a key.
Alison Mc Dermott – Dr. Sauvage has prepared me sufficiently to be able to
deliver this processing with clients with health care issues but not animals, we
have someone specifically who takes care of animals and in a death crisis then
they go to Dr. Sauvage. What I am witnessing is whatever is unique, the qualities
they have are enhanced, the deepest truest aspect they may have or may not
have encountered in their lives is what surfaces, a cleansing of dead wood if you
like seems to go through this cleansing and I’ve witnessed this now happen with
so many people, two of which were people who were dying and who aren’t now.
Michael Mendizza quotes Dr. Lawrence T. Williams -- I’m a medical doctor of
internal medicine in practise since 1983 in Montgomery, Alabama. Mr Crump had
been a patient of mine for over 20 years. In 1991 he was diagnosed HIV positive.
According to Mr Crump’s laboratory history his viral load fluctuated between
7,025 and 97,000 copies. In the spring and summer of 2004 tests show a
dramatic decrease to less than 50 copies. There has been little or no significant
variation in Mr Crump’s medication regime for the past 2½ years Dr. Lawrence T.
Williams November 3, 2004.

Dr. Jane Dillon -- When he went back after receiving Philip’s processing he had
two independent labs do tests on his viral load and his viral load report came out
it was a significant decrease from 37,000 down to less than 50 copies. That’s
astounding.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- You’re healthy when you’re happy, you’re happy when
you’re on duty when you are one with the divine and with yourself. To me that’s
the division of health. It’s a proactive and what I’ve called at one point
‘healthening’; which means a dynamic of health. Not just being perfectly sound,
powerful, young also. I mean what are those free radicals? Who said we are
supposed even to die? We die because we are too many and we have lost the
key but that’s not necessary at all. It’s a way by which nature is getting rid of too
many.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- From cancer to brain tumours to heart disease to crippling
effects of some, you know, operation or mistake or accident, kidney failure. I
have seen a restoration of vision, of things that are simply impossible according
to medical standards and it has been, I don’t say unbelievable anymore, or
amazing, and he doesn’t, he says it is not extraordinary, in each one of us are
these healing powers, these ability to self heal and he awakens them, empowers,
enhances, removes- the pain, the fear, that alone liberates the being to many
degrees, psychologically, emotionally and the effects show physically.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- When I’m taking care of someone in really bad shape,
really dying, first thing I blend, its easy we’re always one, but you just don’t know
the system, I do. We blend. Then we just detach from this little reality, this realm
of limited possibilities and go to another one where things are much easier to fix
and then go back, it’s just what I call surfing. I’m just bypassing the system and
implanting into their deeper mind and freewill center heal your self instead of
destroying yourself. You heal yourself, I don’t heal, there are two healers- God,
you, all of you. I’m just intervening, I’m just in between, surfing.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- A man who could barely walk or talk, Alzheimer’s for five years,
this man after being treated by Philip once was able to stand up in a court room
and demand that the judge give him his business back. Another case was a child
working with a doctor that we worked with who had been born without a Corpus
Callosum, the part of the brain that integrates the left and right hemisphere. This
child was born into a Mexican family in east LA, a poor family they loved the child
they could do nothing, could not move.
Michael Mendizza quotes Dr. Dina Villanueva -- Carlos born premature at 34
weeks and without a Corpus Callosum did not talk, walk, sit up by himself or feed
himself. After a few months of treatment he began speaking one syllable words,
to distinguish his right and left. He began feeding himself and is now able to sit
up in a back supported chair. He’s able to interact with people in the environment

moving his arms and legs and using his muscles for facial expression. Another
patient was two year old Danielle suffering from lung cancer. She had received a
round of chemotherapy when Philip and I began working on her. After four
weekly treatments, she no longer needed chemotherapy. Today she is cancer
free. Dina Villanueva September 9 1998.
Dr. Jane Dillon -- At the California Institute of Human Science which is where I
met Philip they were doing two years of testing on him. They were testing his
brain waves, they were testing his before and after of all his patients for two
years. He broke the records in all cases in one case it went off the charts- the
chart didn’t have a limit for his results. It was a kidney failure and all of a sudden
after one treatment bursts of energy in to the kidney the person was revitalised
with health that maintained, it’s documented for several years. Also at the
California Institute they have a shielded room, it’s called a faraday cage and
they’re very proud of it, there’s very few of them built and it’s built to block
electromagnetic waves. People at the institute were documenting Philip. So the
idea was for Philip to do a processing while in the shielded room. If there was an
effect from his processing that was observable in the subjects while he was in
that shielded room that his technology has little or nothing to do with
electromagnetism, and electromagnetism is a structure of our physical world. So
that what he is doing is taking place at a much more fundamental level and that’s
exactly what happened. The effects were astoundingly dramatic and documented
that Philip does in fact take care of the cause of the problem, that’s what he’s
known to do- he goes at the cause and then the effects show--psychological,
emotional, spiritual and physical, that’s and they’re symptoms, those are the
symptoms of his treatment. Also what they did at this institute and at other
institutes in California, other doctors and researchers got in on this and mapped
his brain, the EEG standard way and then another way called the brain mapping.
In one case the brain mapping that was done shows a picture of the alpha band
and it increased from resting to processing state forty times, not forty percent,
forty times what it started out as. These scientists had never seen anything like
this, ever, from a human brain.
Dr. Philip Sauvage -- My real project is called Imago, I-M-A-G-O, which in terms
of psychoanalysis means a state of perfect completion, in terms of entomology,
insect, it is the perfect insect after larval life, sometimes the imago state lasts
only one day, but what a day! We all are larvas compared to our own potential
and there is an evolutionary leap that’s long over due, actually that has been
blocked by those forces of chaos, those forces of destruction for millions of
years, remember I’m a palaeontologist and I know exactly what I’m talking about.
There is a leap that’s long overdue and that’s my project to turn everyone from its
larval state into an imago, complete being and it takes just starting the whole
process, priming the pump, having a team of a few dozen people whom I’ve told
directly who are going to taught others and so forth. One person can teach ten,
ten persons can teach one thousand and it goes exponential and very, very fast,
once again from proofs. It couldn’t have happened ten years ago, it couldn’t have

happened a hundred years ago, it had, no matter how sad it is, to be that
cataclysmic, that disastrous the situation, to the point where everybody’s walking
with their fingers crossed now, even governments, they know that time is running
out and its exactly when things look completely desperate and hopeless that
actually there is a window of hope opening, that’s the positive part, that’s the
hope. I wasn’t ready, you weren’t ready, we all are ready now and we have to do
it, why because it’s possible, before it wasn’t. So I’ll delegate people who’ll
delegate themselves and so forth and we can change things and keep horrible
things to happen, they will happen either horribly, or beautifully, let’s make them
happen beautifully, peacefully and painlessly, it’s like a birth- it can be
convulsive, it can be otherwise- it can be also beautiful. And the real name, the
real concept, my family, my clan they call themselves the midwives of God, and
that’s exactly how it fits today, we need midwives, we need to teach midwives for
a new birth.

